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Abstract

Over the last ten years, long-range dependence (LRD) has become a key concept in modeling networking phenom-
ena. The research community has undergone a mental shift from Poisson and memoryless processes to LRD and bursty
processes. Despite its popularity, LRD analysis is hindered by two main problems: a) it cannot be used by nonexperts
easily, and b) the identification of LRD is often questioned and disputed. The main cause for both these problems is
the absence of a systematic and unambiguous way to identify the existence of LRD. This paper has two main thrusts.
First, we explore the (lack of) accuracy and robustness in LRD estimation. We find that the current estimation meth-
ods can often be inaccurate and unreliable, reporting LRD erroneously. We search for the source of such problems
and identify a number of caveats and common mistakes. For example, some of the methods misinterpret short-range
correlations for LRD. Second, we develop methods to improve the robustness of the estimation. Through case studies,
we demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods in overcoming most known caveats. Finally, we integrate all required
functionality and methods in an easy to use software tool. Our work is a first step towards a systematic approach and a
comprehensive tool for the reliable estimation of LRD.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The concepts of long-range dependence and self-similarity have revolutionized network modeling. During the last
decade, there has been ample evidence of long-range dependence, scaling phenomena and heavy tailed distributions in
various aspects of network behavior, such as packet interarrivals, traffic load, file sizes, and web traffic. For example,
it has been observed that packet interarrival times are described by marginal distributions with heavier tail than that
of the exponential distribution of a Poisson process. The consequence of these observations is profound: the research
community has made a mental shift from Gaussian distributions and memoryless Poisson processes, to heavy-tail
distributions and long-memory processes.

Intuitively, long-range dependence describes the memory of a process. In a LRD process, the current state has
significant influence on its subsequent states far into the future. A consequence of long-range dependence is high
variability in the behavior of the process over multiple time scales. In other words, when we aggregate the data
to produce the average behavior of the process over large(r) time intervals, its observed behavior does not become
smooth. The existence of LRD in a system affects significantly how we: a) model, b) provision for, and c) predict its
behavior.

The problem with LRD is the difficulty in identifying and estimating its existence beyond doubt. This translates in
two related questions:

• How accurate and robust are the current LRD estimators?
• How can we improve the reliability of the estimation?

The source of the complication is that there does not exist a definitive and systematic way to estimate long-range
dependence. The question is simple: does a given a time series exhibit long-range dependence? The answer, however,
is far from straightforward. The predominant way to quantify long-range dependence is the value of theHurst exponent,
which is a scalar number. However, the Hurst exponent cannot be calculated in a definitive way, it can only be
estimated. Furthermore, there are several methods to estimate the Hurst exponent, but they often produce conflicting
estimates. It is not clear which of the estimators provides the most accurate estimation. Consequently, studies can
often arrive at arbitrary and misleading conclusions.
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Limited previous work focuses on our ability to detect LRD correctly, while most efforts focus on observing LRD in
real phenomena. However, without a robust methodology, we cannot be confident in our observations. An overwhelm-
ing number of studies is devoted to the identification and modeling of LRD in network behavior. Some of these efforts
provide results that are difficult to reproduce or accept without concern. They sometimes report results: a) based on
few estimation methods, b) without reporting the statistical confidence of the result, or the methods that were actually
used. On the other hand, we find significantly less efforts that examine the limitations of robust LRD estimation. An
even smaller number of studies takes the next step of providing practical guidelines to improve the estimation. The
bottom line is that it is hard for a practitioner to acquire and master the necessary background, and develop the tools to
estimate long-range dependence effectively.

In this paper, we identify the limitations of estimating LRD and provide tools and mechanisms to improve the robust-
ness of the estimators. Our goal is to develop a systematic methodology in order to ensure accurate and unambiguous
results. The first step towards this direction is to identify the limitations and the caveats in estimating long-range depen-
dence. The second is to develop methods to stress-test and improve the accuracy of the estimation. Our contributions
can be summarized in the following points:

• Documenting the limitations of LRD estimation: We examine the accuracy and robustness of the current esti-
mators. We demonstrate that there does not exist an ultimate estimator, since each estimator can outperform the
others depending on the scenario. In addition, we illustrate that estimation methodologies are likely to falsely
identify LRD in a number of cases.

• Identifying common errors and caveats:Having establish the limitations of the estimation methodologies we
identify their origins. We find three main types of factors that inhibit estimation: a) common processes such as
noise, and periodicity, b) weaknesses of the estimators, such as misinterpreting short-range as long-range depen-
dence, and c) the inherent difficulty in estimating asymptotic behavior which LRD and self-similarity describe.

• Developing a test for the LRD:We suggest a method of controlled randomization1, randomized buckets, as an
excellent tool to stress test the existence of LRD. This test separates the short-range from long-range dependence.

• Improving the robustness of the estimation:We propose several techniques and methods to increase the ro-
bustness of the identification and estimation of LRD. Each of these methodologies address specific limitations of
the estimators, such as removing periodicities or short-range correlation.

The scope of this work.Our work is intended as a survival guide and how-to manual for practitioners. We identify
several caveats and common pitfalls related to LRD estimation, and provide a systematic approach to avoid errors
in estimating and interpreting the results. A few of the problems and techniques discussed are partially known in a
variety of disciplines such as signal processing. However, they have not been presented before as part of a complete
and comprehensive manual. In addition, our work goes much further than existing studies by examining thoroughly
their effects and their significance in practice both analytically and experimentally. Earlier parts of this work have
appeared in [14] [13].

All the above experience and learned lessons are integrated in our SELFIS tool [13], whose main goal is the estima-
tion of LRD. SELFIS is a Java-based, portable, and user-friendly tool which we develop in order to: a) provide easy
access to powerful and complex tools, b) provide a reference point for comparison purposes, c) prevent researchers
from effort duplication. The 150 downloads of our tool validate our intuition that such a tool was long overdue. The
experimental work presented here uses the SELFIS tool.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Sections II is a brief overview of self-similarity, long-range depen-
dence and current methodologies used for LRD estimation. Section III summarizes previous findings of long-range
dependence in the networking area. In section IV, we describe how randomized buckets can be employed to effec-
tively identify LRD in a given time-series. Section V examines the limitations of LRD estimators in terms of accuracy
and robustness. Section VI presents a set of suggestions and practical solutions towards robust LRD estimation and
identification. In section VII we describe a systematic approach to LRD analysis. Finally, section VIII concludes this
paper.

1This approach was first introduced in [8] to illustrate the effects of LRD on queueing delays, but it has not received the attention it deserves
as a test for LRD analysis. In this paper, we expand this methodology to multiple levels of randomization: thus we can isolate short-, medium-
and long-range dependencies. In addition, for the first time this methodology is theoretically analyzed. We provide analytical formulas and
demonstrate its strong capabilities in LRD validation.
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II. BASIC CONCEPTS ANDDEFINITIONS

This section explains the concepts of long-range dependence and self-similarity in the context of time series analysis.
First, we present basic definitions that we are going to use throughout the paper. Next, we briefly describe self-
similarity and long-range dependence , their intuition, and their differences. Finally, we present a description for many
of the widely used Hurst exponent estimation methodologies.

A. Stochastic Time Series

Let X(t) be a stochastic process. In some cases,X may take on the form of a discrete time series{Xt}, t = 0, 1, . . .,
either through periodic sampling or by averaging its value across a series of fixed-length intervals. We say thatX(t) is
stationaryif its joint distribution across a collection of timest1, . . . tk is invariant to time shifting. Thus, the dependence
between the values of the process at different times can be characterized by evaluating itsautocorrelation function
(ACF), ρ(k). The ACF measures the similarity between a seriesXt, and a shifted version of itself,Xt+k:

ρ(k) =
E[(Xt − µ)(Xt+k − µ)]

σ2
(1)

whereµ andσ are the respective sample mean and standard deviation forX. Note that the definition for ACF is
normalized in a way that isinvariant to all linear transformations. In other words, ifY (t) = a · X(t) + b for some
constantsa andb, then:

ρY (k) =
E[(Yt − (a · µ + b))(Yt+k − (a · µ + b)]

a2 · σ2
≡ ρX(k)

Hence,ρ(k) only provides us with therelative sizeof the dependence between values of the process as a function of
the time shiftk, and we have no way to determine its actual significance.

The spectral densityof a time series provides an alternative approach to characterizing the dependence between
values of the process at different times. LetX0, . . . XN−1 be a discrete time series of lengthN , which therefore de-
scribes the behavior of the processX across a finitemeasurement intervalwhose length isN − 1 times the sampling
period. If we assume thatX0, . . . XN−1 represents one iteration of an infinitely repeating pattern that describes the
behavior ofX over all time, then we can transform this “time domain” representation ofX into an equivalent “fre-
quency domain” representation using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) algorithm. The result is a decomposition
of X into the weighted sum of trigonometric functions using the set of frequenciesνk = 2πk

N radians per measurement
interval,k = 0, . . . bN−1

2 c, that divide evenly into the measurement interval, Thus, the similarity between the original
series,Xt, and a copy of itself that has been shifted by1/kth of the measurement interval,Xt+N/k, can be found by
calculating the power spectral density,I(νk), which corresponds to the square of the weight assigned to frequencyνk

in the transformed series:

I(νk) =
2
N

∣∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∑
j=0

Xje
iνkj

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

Of interest is alsothe aggregated processX(m)
k of a time-series, which is defined as follows:

X
(m)
k =

1
m

(k+1)m−1∑
i=km

Xi, k = 0, 2, ...,

⌊
N

m

⌋
− 1. (2)

If {Xk} were i.i.d., then clearlyV ar(X(m)) = σ2

m . More generally, however, if there is dependence among the values
of X, then [2]

V ar(X(m)) =
σ2

m

(
1 + 2

m−1∑
k=1

(
1− k

m

)
ρ(k)

)
.

Thus, the variance of the aggregated process converges to zero at a much slower rate than1/m if the values in the
sequence are dependent.
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B. Self-Similarity and Long-Range Dependence

We say that a stationary processX is long-range dependentif its autocorrelations decay to zero so slowly that their
sum does not converge, i.e.,

∑∞
k=1 ρ(k) = ∞. Intuitively, the dependence between widely separated values from a

long-range dependence process does not decay to zero, even across infinitely large time shifts.
We say that a stochastic processX is self-similarif

X(at) = aHX(t)

where the self-similarity parameter,H, is often called theHurst exponent. Intuitively, self-similarity describes the
phenomenon where certain properties about the process are preserved irrespective of scaling in space or time.

Second-order self-similaritydescribes the property that the correlation structure (ACF) of a time-series is preserved
irrespective of time aggregation. Simply put, the ACF of a second-order self-similar time-series is the same in either
coarse or fine time scales. A stationary processXt is second-order self-similar [25], if

ρ(k) =
1
2
[(k + 1)2H − 2k2H + (k − 1)2H ], 0.5 < H < 1, (3)

and asymptotically exactly self-similar if

lim
k→∞

ρ(k) =
1
2
[(k + 1)2H − 2k2H + (k − 1)2H ], 0.5 < H < 1.

Second-order self-similar processes are characterized by a hyperbolically decaying autocorrelation function, and are
extensively used to model long-range dependent processes. On the contrary, short-range dependence is characterized
by quickly decaying correlations (e.g. ARMA processes). From these definitions, it is implied that a time-series is
characterized by LRD, if0.5 < H < 1. As H → 1, the dependence is stronger.

The most extensively used self-similar processes to simulate long-range dependence are fractional Gaussian noise
(fGn) and fractional ARIMA processes. fGn is the increment of fractional Brownian motion (fBm). A stochastic
process is fBm if it is Gaussian and its autocorrelation function is described by Eqn. 3. The fractional ARIMA(p,d,q)
model is a fractional integration of the ARMA(p,q) model. ARFIMA processes describe long-range dependent series
when0 < d < 0.5, whereH = d + 0.5.

C. Hurst exponent Estimators

Hurst exponent estimators can be classified in two main general categories; Estimators operating in the time domain
and those operating in the frequency or wavelet domain. In more detail, the following bullets describe the widely used
estimation methodologies:
1) Time-domain estimators: These estimation methodologies are based on investigating the power-law relationship
between a specific statistical property of the time-series and the time aggregation block sizem.

• Absolute Value method. The log-log plot of the aggregation level versus the absolute first moment of the aggre-
gated seriesX(m) is a straight line with slope ofH − 1, if the time-series is long-range dependent (whereH is
the Hurst exponent).

• Variance method. The method plots in log-log scale the sample variance versus the block size of each aggregation
level. If the series is long-range dependent then the plot is a line with slopeβ greater than -1. The estimation of
H is given byH = 1 + β

2 .
• R/S method. This method uses the rescaled range statistic (R/S statistic). The R/S statistic is the range of partial

sums of deviations of a time-series from its mean, rescaled by its standard deviation. A log-log plot of the R/S
statistic versus the number of points of the aggregated series should be a straight line with the slope being an
estimation of the Hurst exponent.

• Variance of Residuals. The method uses the least-squares method to fit a line to the partial sum of each blockm.
A log-log plot of the aggregation level versus the average of the variance of the residuals after the fitting for each
level should be a straight line with a slope ofH/2.

2) Frequency-domain/wavelet-domain estimators:These estimators operate in the frequency or the wavelet domain.
Intuitively, they examine if the spectrum or energy of a time-series follows power-law behavior.
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• Periodogram method. This method plots the logarithm of the spectral density,I(ν), versus the logarithm of the
frequency,ν. The slope provides an estimate ofH.

• Whittle estimator. The method is based on the minimization of a likelihood function, which is applied to the
periodogram of the time-series. It gives an estimation ofH and produces a confidence interval. It does not
produce a graphical output. Whittle estimator assumes a priori that the power spectrum of the underlying process
of the dataset is known. That is, the Whittle estimator should only be used if a time-series has already been shown
by other means to be consistent with a specific process e.g., fGn.It should not be used to detect LRD.

• Abry-Veitch (AV). The Hurst exponent is estimated by using the wavelet transform of the series [1]. A least-squares
fit on the average of the squares of the wavelet coefficients at different scales is an estimate of the Hurst exponent.
The method produces both a graphical output and a confidence interval.

III. PREVIOUS WORK

Research on self-similarity and long-range dependence of Internet traffic can be classified in two general categories.
The first includes studies on the manifestation of such phenomena, their origins, and their impact on performance.
The second relates to the accurate estimation and efficient identification of these complex properties and their actual
modeling for simulation and design purposes.

There has been ample evidence of long-range dependence and scaling phenomena in many different aspects of net-
work traffic. The first experimental evidence of self-similar characteristics in local area network traffic were presented
in the pioneering work of [18]. The authors perform a rigorous statistical analysis of Ethernet traffic measurements
and were able to establish its self-similar nature. Similar observations were presented for wide area Internet traffic
in [27], where it was also shown that packet interarrival times follow distributions with a tail heavier than that of the
exponential. Heavy tails have been widely considered as the main cause of this scaling behavior. It was shown that file
and transfer sizes are in agreement with this type of distributions and their shape was directly related to the self-similar
properties of traffic [6] [39] [24]. On the other hand, TCP congestion control has been suggested as another underlying
cause of long-range dependence. Studies have argued on the possibility of TCP mechanisms to result and propagate
self-similar behavior in the network [36] [37] [19]. Furthermore, it has also been observed that traffic presents even
more sophisticated properties such as multi-fractal scaling. This was usually associated with either the Round Trip
Time(RTT) or intrusive “fast” flows with small interarrival times [9] [35] [42] [30] [11] [32]. Finally, in [10] [31] [23]
the relevance and the effects of the self-similarity on various metrics of network performance are examined.

All these overwhelming observations lead to a shift from the traditional Poisson modeling and independence as-
sumptions [16] which were discarded as unrealistic and overly simplistic [38]. However, there have been a few
indications that these models could still be applicable as the number of sources increases in fast backbone links with
large volumes of traffic multiplexing [4] [5]. In addition, other studies [40] [41] point out that a number of end-to-end
network properties seem to agree with the independence assumptions in the presence of nonstationarity.

The second major aspect of research on self-similarity and long-range dependence is estimation of the Hurst expo-
nent. An overview of a large number of these estimation methodologies can be found in [34] [2]. Relatively little effort
has been devoted to study the accuracy of the estimation methodologies [34] and point out difficulties in long-range de-
pendence estimation [21] [14]. These studies present pitfalls when estimating the intensity of long-range dependence
in the presence of trends, non-stationarity, periodicity and noise. Furthermore, the limitations of the variance-time
estimator have been analyzed in [17]. Of major importance is also the development of models for simulating long-
range dependence. Proposed models like the one in [30] or generators for long-range dependent time-series [26] are
hard to evaluate in practice. Thus, there are hardly any studies that assess the various models or compare the different
generators. In general, this suggests the need for practical tools and a systematic methodology to estimate, validate
and generate long-range dependent time-series.

IV. LRD I DENTIFICATION VIA RANDOMIZED BUCKETS

We proposeRandomized Bucketsas an intuitive methodology for the stress-testing and validation of long-range
dependence. Randomized buckets is based on randomizing specific parts of a time-series in order to independently
control the amount of correlation at different time-scales. The methodology is analyzed in detail in the following
sections. In section IV-A we describe randomized buckets. In section IV-B we demonstrate examples on synthesized
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Fig. 1. LEFT: Pairs separated by lagk can belong to the same bucket or not in which case they are inbucket or outbucket pairs
respectively. RIGHT:Autocorrelation function (ACF) for a fGn series with H=0.8, before and after bucket randomization. Note
that the ACF of the initial fGn series, as well as the ACF after internal and 2-Level randomization all exhibit LRD for large lags.
On the contrary, the ACF after external or complete randomization is flat for small and for all lags respectively.

time-series. Finally, in section IV-C we provide a set of analytical results on the effect of randomized buckets on the
correlation structure of a time-series.

A. Methodology

Randomized buckets is based on the idea of decoupling short- from long-range correlations in a time-series. This
is achieved through partitioning of the time series into a set of “buckets” of lengthb. Thus, we define the contents of
theuth bucket to be itemsXu·b, . . . , X(u+1)·b−1 from the series, and thehomeof itemXi to be bucketH(i) ≡ bi/bc.
Also, we say that two items(Xi, Xj) form aninbucket pair if H(i) = H(j); otherwise, they form anoutbucket pair
with anoffset of |H(i) − H(j)| buckets. Note that this classification depends on the (fixed) locations of the bucket
boundaries, and not just the separation between two items in the time series. For example, fig. 1 (left), shows that two
items separated by lagk could form either an inbucket or outbucket pair.

Once the series has been partitioned in this way, we can then apply one of the following bucket randomization
algorithms to reorder its items:

External Randomization (EX): The order of buckets is randomized, whereas the content of each bucket remains
intact. This can be achieved by labelling each bucket with a bucket-id between0 andbSeriesLength/bc, and random-
ization the bucket-ids. External randomization preserves all correlations among the inbucket pairs, while equalizing
all correlations among the outbucket pairs with different offsets. Thus, if the series is sufficiently long, the ACF should
not exhibit significant correlations beyond the bucket size.

Internal Randomization (IN): The order of the buckets remains unchanged while the contents of each bucket are
randomized. As a result, correlations among the inbucket pairs are equalized, while correlations among the outbucket
pairs are preserved, but rounded to a common value for each offset. Thus, if the original signal has long-memory, then
the ACF of the internally-randomized series will still show power-law behavior.

Two-Level Randomization (2L): Each bucket is further subdivided into a series of “atoms” of sizea. Thereafter,
we apply external randomization to the block ofbb/ac atoms within each bucket. As a result, both short-range corre-
lations (within each atom) and long-range correlations (across multiple buckets) are preserved, while medium-range
correlations (across multiple atoms within the same bucket) are equalized. This novel type of randomization allows us
to also study the effect of medium-range correlations.

B. Examples

We show how long-range dependence can be detected using randomized buckets in the following case study. We
synthesized a fGn series of length 64K (216) and Hurst exponent 0.8. The sample autocorrelation function (ACF) for
this series is shown in fig. 1(right), which clearly shows a power-law like behavior and implies long-range dependence.
The same figure also shows the ACF function after the series is randomized with four different ways:
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• Internal Randomization (using b = 50) significantly lowers and flattens the ACF at small values of the lag
compared to the original (unrandomized) series. However, for large values of the lag, internal randomization has
no effect on the ACF. Observe that long-range dependence seems to dominate the original series, since the effect
of equalizing the inbucket correlations on ACF is minimal.

• External Randomization (usingb = 50) causes the ACF to drop smoothly from the the initial value for the
unrandomized sequence to zero as the lag increases, reaching zero at exactly the bucket size!

• Complete Randomization(usingb = 1) removes all correlations by creating a completely random series. As
one would expect, the ACF shows that no correlation exists.

• Two-Level Randomization (usinga = 30, b = 300) exhibits similar behavior to external randomization for
small values of the lag (i.e., less thana), along with similar behavior to internal randomization for large values of
the lag. These two limiting values also match the ACF for the original (unrandomized) series, but for intermediate
values the two-level randomization significantly reduces the correlations.

C. Analysis of Randomized Buckets

In this section, we provide analytical results that explain the shape of the autocorrelation function in the each different
case of randomized buckets.

Suppose we apply randomized buckets to an existing seriesX0, X1, . . ., XN to create the modified serieŝX0, X̂1,
. . . X̂N . How will this randomization be reflected in the sample Autocorrelation function for the the modified series,
ρ̂(·)? In the remainder of this section, we derive analytical formulas for computing the autocorrelation function of the
randomized series from the autocorrelation function of the initial (unrandomized) series. Note that a practitioner does
not need to understand this analysis in order to use bucket randomization, but it does provide the understanding and
theoretical proof of the effect of bucket randomization on a series.

Our analysis relies on the randomization of the values. For example, picking aspecificitem X̂i from bucketH(i)
after internal randomization is equivalent to randomly selecting an item from the same bucketwithoutrandomization.

During the calculation of̂ρ(·), we must eventually evaluate all possiblepair-correlations of the form:

E[(X̂i − µ)(X̂j − µ)]
σ2

Out of the complete set of pair-correlations, we find the subset, of sizeNk say, for which|i − j| = k and average
them to obtain̂ρ(k), the ACF for lagk. Since randomization the series preserves both its meanµ and varianceσ2,
we recognize that we must have previously evaluatedexactly the same set of pair-correlationsin order to calculate
ρ(·). However, due to the relabeling of items during the randomization, we must averagedifferent subsets of sizeNk

to obtainρ(k) andρ̂(k).
For concreteness, suppose the two itemsX̂i andX̂j from the randomized series were originally labeledXi′ and

Xj′ in the unrandomized series, and the lag between these two items wask′ = |i′ − j′|. Then the associated pair-
correlation value will be used to calculate bothρ(k′) for the unrandomized series andρ̂(k) for the randomized series,
and in general it willnotbe equal tok.

Thus, the key result we need is the following: for all combinations ofk ≥ 1 andl ≥ 1, how many pair-correlations
come from pairs that were separated by lagk in the original (unrandomized) series and lagl in the randomized series,
Nk,l? Once we findNk,l, we can calculatêρ(·) directly from ρ(·), without having to reexamine the raw data. The
trick is finding a way to “steal” (the right combination of) pair-correlations from the earlier calculation ofρ(·), until
we have accumulated theNL we need for calculatinĝρ(l). Clearly, we needN1,l of the pair-correlations that “belong
to” the calculation ofρ(1), plusN2,l that “belong to” the calculation ofρ(2), etc. Fortunately, we don’t need to worry
about stealing the correct items from each calculation. If the relative position of the paired items was unchanged by
the randomization (i.e., an inbucket pair under external randomization), thenk = l and we must steal all the pair-
correlations from the calculation ofρ(k). Otherwise, the relative positions of the paired items must have been changed
by the randomization, and to remain faithful to a particular sample path we would need to steal certain pair-correlations
but not others. However, since the sample Autocorrelation function is already defined as an expected value, we may
as well consider average behavior of bucket randomization over all possible ways to shift the bucket boundaries, and
all possible outcomes for the randomization. In this case, we can assume each of theNk,l pair-correlations we “steal”
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contributes the average value,ρ(k), to the calculation of̂ρ(l), so that:

ρ̂(l) =
∞∑

k=1

Nk,l

Nl
ρ(k)

Rather than attempting to derive the set of coefficientsNk,l/Nl directly for each bucket randomization algorithm, we
find it convenient to first classify each pair of items(X̂i, X̂j) as an inbucket pair if they belong to the same bucket (i.e.,
H(i) = H(j)), or an outbucket pair with an offset of|H(i) −H(j)| buckets, as illustrated in fig. 1(left). Intuitively,
since each bucket randomization algorithm affects the inbucket and outbucket pairs differently, it is much easier to
calculate a conditional ACF for each classification using the associated pair-correlations, than to tackle the final result
directly. After calculating a relative weight for each conditional ACF, we obtain the final ACF as a weighted sum of
the conditional ACFs.

1) ACF for External Randomization:
• Conditional ACF:Under external randomization, theb items from bucketu are moved as unit to a new home in

some randomly selected bucketu′. Suppose we pick two items from the externally randomized series,X̂i andX̂j ,
which were originally labeledXi′ andXj′ in the unrandomized series. If the two items belong to the same bucket,
then both of them will experience the same label shift of magnitudei − i′ = j − j′ = C · b for some integerC,
and their lagk = |i− j| is unchanged by the randomization. Therefore, the correlations among all inbucket pairs
are unchanged by external randomization, and hencethe conditional ACF at lag k using only inbucket pairs is
just ρ(k).
On the other hand, if the two items belong to different buckets, then each one will experience a different label shift.
Since external randomization shuffles the ordering of allm buckets in the series, the offset between their respective
new homes will be randomly distributed across the entire length of the randomized sequence — independent of
the size of their original offset. Therefore, the correlations among outbucket pairs must be independent of the
offset and, providing the the series is sufficiently large, it will also be negligible small, andthe conditional ACF
at lag k using only outbucket pairs will be zero everywhere, independent ofk.

• Bucket Offset as a Function of Lag:The key to analyzing external randomization is to find the distribution of
the offset,Z(k), as we walk through the sequence using all pairs(X̂i, X̂i+k) separated by lagk. Because of the
periodicity induced by using deterministic values for bothk andb, we obtain the same result by restricting our
attention to bucket 0, i.e.,0 ≤ i ≤ (b − 1). Clearly, if k < b then both values from the first(b − k) pairs, i.e.,
(X̂0, X̂k), . . ., (X̂b−1−k, X̂b−1), will all be selected from bucket zero, and the values in the remainingk pairs will
be separated by an offset of exactly one bucket. Conversely, ifk ≥ b then the two selected values in each pair
must belong to different buckets. As the left indexi sweeps across positions0 to b − 1 of bucket zero, the right
index j sweeps across the remainder of bucketbk/bc from positionk modb to positionb − 1, followed by the
first (k modb)− 1 positions of bucketbk/bc+ 1. Thus, the distribution forZ(k) is given by the following:

Prob{Z(k) = z} =


b−(k modb)

b z = bk/bc

k modb
b z = bk

b c+ 1

In particular, note that the probability thatZ(k) = 0 drops linearly from(b− 1)/b to zero as the lag,k, increases
from 1 to b. Notice thatZ(k) = 0 whenever we consider an inbucket pair andZ(k) > 0 for whenever we
consider an outbucket pair. Thus, the probabilities forZ(k) = 0 andZ(k) > 0 are exactly the weights we need
for summing the conditional ACF for inbucket and outbucket pairs to give us the ACF for external randomization,
namely:

ρ̂EX(k) =


b−k

b ρ(k) 1 ≤ k ≤ b− 1

0 k ≥ b

(4)

Fig. 2(left) illustrates the shape of the conditional ACF for inbucket and outbucket pairs as well as the uncondi-
tional ACF. The figure presents curves resulted from both the above analytical formulas and also from experimen-
tal data for a fGn series. Note that the analytical results closely match the experimental ACF for all cases.
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Fig. 2. Detailed view of the ACF under external (LEFT) and internal(RIGHT) randomization. The smooth curves correspond to
the theoretical analysis of the randomization, while the more noisy curves to synthesized fGn series.
LEFT: Notice how the conditional ACF for inbucket pairs closely follows the ACF for the original series until it ends atk = b−1;
it becomes very noisy near the end because much less data is available. The analytical model closely follows the unconditional
ACF, and both of them drop smoothly to zero at exactlyk = b, due to the linear drop inProb{Z(k) = 0}.
RIGHT: Notice how the conditional ACF for inbucket pairs closely follows the constantα(b, 0 until it ends atk = b − 1.
Meanwhile the conditional ACF for outbucket pairs (all of which have offset 1 in the measured data) closely follows the constant
α(b, 1). Finally, the unconditional ACF follows the analytical model, which is a a straight line dropping fromα(b, 0) to α(b, 1) as
the lag increases from1 to b.

2) ACF for Internal Randomization:
• Conditional ACF for inbucket pairs:Under internal randomization, each of theb items from bucketu is moved

to a random location within the same bucket. Suppose we pick two items from the internally randomized series,
X̂i andX̂j , which were originally labeledXi′ andXj′ in the unrandomized series. If the two items belong to
the same bucket, then each of them will be randomly assigned to a different label from the set{u · b, (u · b) +
1, . . . (u+1) ·b−1}, and their pre-randomization lag,k = |i−j| is independent of their current lag,k′. Therefore,
the correlations among all inbucket pairs are equalized by internal randomization.
Since randomly selecting an item from an ordered set is equivalent to deterministically selecting an item from
a randomized set, the pre-randomization lag,k′, for each inbucket pair must have the same distribution as the
distance,d, between two points randomly selected without replacement from a sequence of lengthb. Since there
areb(b− 1)/2 distinct two-point combinations, but only the followingb− d of them(X0, Xd), (X1, Xk+d), . . .,
Xb−d−1, Xd−1 have distanced, the probability of obtaining distanced is:

Prob{ distance= d} =
2(b− d)
b(b− 1)

1 ≤ L ≤ b− 1 (5)

Thus, for every inbucket pair we evaluate in calculating the ACF at lagk for an internally randomized series, we
know that its pair-correlation will always have the same value,α(b, 0), which is independent ofk and given by:

α(b, 0) ≡
b−1∑
d=1

2(b− d)
b(b− 1)

· ρ(d) (6)

(The parameter 0 in equation 6 is introduced for notational consistency, as we will see below, where it represents
the bucket offset between the selected items.) Moreover,α(b, 0) must also be the conditional ACF for all inbucket
pairs under internal randomization.

• Conditional ACF for outbucket pairs:Let us now return to the opposite case, i.e., where the two itemsX̂i andX̂j

belong to different buckets. In this case, the bucket offsetZ = H(i)−H(j) will remain constant under internal
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randomization, but each item experiences a different label shift within its own bucket, for example, from position
i′ modb to positioni modb say.
Once again using the result that randomly selecting an item from an ordered set is equivalent to determinis-
tically selecting an item from a randomized set, we recognize thatX̂i could have occupied any of the pre-
randomization positions0, . . . , b − 1 within block H(i), and at the same timêXj could have occupied any of
the pre-randomization positions0, . . . , b − 1 within block H(j), for a total ofb2 distinct combinations. Notice
that b of these combinations give us a lag of exactlyZ · b, and thereafter the number of combinations giving
progressively larger or smaller lags falls off linearly in both directions, until we are left with only one way to
generate either the maximum lag of(Z + 1) · b− 1, or the minimum lag of(Z − 1) · b + 1. Thus:

Prob{ lag = b · Z + L| values = m · b,
bucket = b, offset = Z}

=
b− |L|

b2
(−b + 1) ≤ L ≤ b− 1. (7)

Just as we saw in the zero offset case, this distribution for the lag applies to every outbucket pair with offsetZ we
select using this method. Therefore, we have immediately that the conditional ACF outbucket pairs with offsetZ
is given by:

α(b, Z) ≡
b−1∑

L=(−b+1)

b− |L|
b2

· ρ(b · Z + L) (8)

Unconditional ACF for Internal Bucket Randomization: Each time we select an inbucket pair will be equivalent
to randomly selecting two values from a single bucket of sizeb, and the resulting contribution tôρIN (k) will be α(b, 0),
as defined in equation (5). Similarly, each time we select an outbucket pair separated by an offset ofZ buckets, the
resulting contribution tôρIN (k) will be α(b, Z), as defined in equation (8) independent ofk. By combining these
results with equation (IV-C.1), we have:

ρ̂IN (k) =


b−k

b α(b, 0) + k
b α(b, 1) 1 ≤ k ≤ b− 1

b−(k modb)
b α(b, bk/bc)

+k modb
b α(b, bk/bc+ 1) k ≥ b

(9)

Fig. 2(right) illustrates the curves for the conditional and unconditional ACF for internal randomization. As in
external randomization, both theoretical and experimental curves are presented.

3) ACF after Two-Level Bucket Randomization: To calculate the ACF after applying two-level bucket random-
ization to the series, we must distinguish between three levels of separation between the paired values. The analysis is
similar in flavor with the two previous approaches, but it is omitted due to space limitations.

V. THE L IMITATIONS OF THE ESTIMATORS

In this section, we study the performance of the estimators described in section II. To explore their limitations we
use different types of time-series. Specifically, section V-B describes the accuracy of the estimators in synthesized
long-range dependent time-series. In section V-C we examine how sensitive the estimations are to the presence of
periodicities, noise and nonstationarity. Finally, section V-D describes the effect of short-range correlations on the
estimation.

A. Overview

We examine three properties of the estimators. First, we test their accuracy on LRD series. Second, we test their
ability to discriminate LRD behavior when applied to datasets that are not LRD. Third, we examine how short-range
correlations can influence long-range dependence estimation. More specifically, we use three types of time-series: a)
synthesized LRD series with known Hurst exponent, b) synthesized non-LRD series, c) randomized LRD series.

Our findings show that there is no definite estimator that could be consistently used in every case. Each estima-
tor evaluates different statistics of the signal to estimate the Hurst exponent. Thus, different processes (e.g. noise,
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Fig. 3. The performance of the estimators using FGN and fractional ARIMA synthesized time-series. The “Target” line presents
the optimal estimation expected by the estimators.

periodicity) have different effect on each estimator. In more detail, our results can be summarized in the following
points.

• Estimates of the Hurst exponent vary between the estimators even in synthesized LRD time-series with known
Hurst exponent value.

• When the data are generated by fractional Gaussian noise (fGn), Whittle and Periodogram seem to give the most
accurate estimation for the Hurst exponent.

• When the data are synthesized using the ARFIMA model, Abry-Veitch, Periodogram and R/S have the best
performance.

• Periodicity and noise may obscure the identification of LRD.
• Noise, trend and periodicity can mislead the estimators into erroneously reporting long-range dependence.
• “Frequency-based” estimators (Abry-Veitch, Whittle and Periodogram) depend mainly on short-memory to derive

the Hurst exponent estimate.

B. Estimator Accuracy on Synthesized LRD Series:

Each of the estimators was tested against two different types of synthesized long-memory series: a) fractional
ARIMA and b) fGn. For each Hurst value between 0.5 and 1 (using a step size of 0.1), we generated 100 fGn and 100
fractional ARIMA synthesized datasets of length 64K (65,536). Fig.3 reports the average of the estimated Hurst value
for these datasets for each estimator. Together with the average the 95% confidence intervals are shown. However, the
confidence intervals are so close to the average that they are barely discernible. The fGn generator used in this figure
is described in [26]. However, these results were verified using also the fGn generator described in [28].

Fig.3 shows that there is significant variation in the estimated Hurst exponent value between the various method-
ologies, especially as the Hurst exponent tends to 1. Frequency-domain estimators seem to be more accurate. In the
case of fGn synthesized series, Whittle and Periodogram estimators fall exactly on top of the optimal estimation line.
Note however that Whittle estimator has the a priori the advantage of being applied to a time-series whose underlying
structure matches the assumptions under which the estimator was derived. The wavelet Abry-Veitch estimator always
overestimates the value of the Hurst exponent (usually by 0.05). Time-domain estimators fail significantly to report the
correct Hurst exponent value, underestimating by more 20% as the exponent approaches one. In fig.3, time-domain es-
timators are represented by the lines clustered significantly under the optimal estimation line. When fractional ARIMA
is used to synthesize time-series, estimations are in general closer to the optimal estimation line. However, none of the
estimators follows consistently the optimal line across all Hurst values.
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Fig. 4. External (left) and internal (right) randomization with various bucket sizes (10,30,50,70,90). The X axis is presented in log
scale. “Frequency based” (AV, Whittle, Periodogram) estimators fail to capture that long-term correlations are distorted in external
randomization. Their estimations are the same as before randomizing (the bucket size of the initial ACF can be considered to be
infinity in external randomization). In addition, these estimators fail to capture internal randomization. Their estimations after
internal randomization deviate significant from the initial estimations (the bucket size of the initial ACF can be considered to be 1
in internal randomization).

C. Discrimination of LRD behavior in LRD and Deterministic Series:

In order to study the sensitivity of the estimations we examined the effect of various phenomena common to time-
series analysis, such as periodicity, noise or trend, on the estimators. Our analysis revealed that estimators are sig-
nificantly affected by the presence of such processes. Furthermore, most of the methodologies fail to distinguish
between long-range dependence and such phenomena and falsely report LRD in deterministic nonLRD time-series.
We examined the following cases (detailed results for all the following points can be found in [14]):

• Cosine + white Gaussian noise:The estimators are applied to periodic datasets. The series are synthesized
by white Gaussian noise and the following cosine function :Acos(αx). Periodicity can mislead the Whittle,
the Periodogram, the R/S and the Abry-Veitch methods into falsely reporting LRD. The Hurst exponent value
depends mainly onA. IncreasingA results in the Hurst exponent approaching 1. Especially, if the amplitude is
large and the period small, then Whittle always estimates Hurst to be 0.99.

• fGn series + white Gaussian noise:We examine the effect of noise on LRD data. All estimators underestimate
the Hurst exponent in the presence of noise. However, with the exception of Whittle and the wavelet estimator
the difference is negligible. Depending on the signal to noise ratio and the Hurst exponent value of the fGn series,
these two estimators significantly underestimated the Hurst exponent by more than 20%.

• fGn series + a cosine function:The effect of periodicity in LRD data is considered. Our findings show that
periodicity affects all estimations. Depending on the amplitude of the cosine function, time-domain estimators
tend to underestimate the Hurst exponent. On the other hand, frequency-based methodologies overestimate the
Hurst exponent. As the amplitude of the cosine function is increased, estimates approach one.

• Trend: The definition of LRD assumes stationary signals. To study the impact of non-stationarity on the esti-
mators, we synthesized various nonLRD series with different decaying or increasing trends. We also examined
combinations of previous categories (white Gaussian noise and/or cosine functions) with trend. In every case only
Whittle gives an estimation for Hurst which is always .99. Also the Periodogram estimates Hurst to be greater
than 1.

D. Short-Range Correlations

How sensitive are the estimators to short-range correlations? To address this question we used the randomized buck-
ets methodology. Intuitively, the estimations should not be affected after internal randomization. Note that internal
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randomization breaks the short-term correlations, while preserving the long-term. On the contrary, external random-
ization should significantly influence estimations, since long-memory is distorted. Estimates of the Hurst exponent in
this case should be close to 0.5 since long-range dependence has been removed.

We synthesized numerous fGn series for Hurst exponent values between 0.5 and 1. These synthesized series were
then randomized for different bucket sizes. Fig.4 presents our findings. For both figures, the Y axis shows the estimated
Hurst value while the X axis presents the bucket size. The estimation of the initial (unrandomized) time-series is
represented with bucket sizes of infinity and one for external and internal randomization respectively. The figure
shows the mean of 100 estimations of different fGn series with Hurst exponent 0.8 after being externally and internally
randomized with bucket sizes ranging from 10 to 90.

Intuitively, after external randomization (Fig.4, left), estimations should be be close to 0.5. This should be especially
true for small bucket size. In general, this is the case for all the estimators except AV, Whittle and Periodogram. In
particular, estimations by AV and Whittle are not affected by external randomization irrespective of the bucket size.
Their estimates are the same with the initial estimation (bucket size of infinity), even though long-range dependence
has been eliminated from the series.

Similar counter-intuitive behavior holds for internal randomization. Except AV and Whittle, all estimates of the
Hurst exponent value remain relatively constant before and after internal randomization as expected (Fig.4, right). On
the contrary, AV and Whittle estimations drop significantly as the bucket size increases!

Considering the effect of randomized buckets on long-memory, we claim that these two estimators — AV and Whittle
— depend more on the short-term characteristics of the time-series to derive an estimate for the Hurst exponent. Note,
that while these are the most accurate estimators when applied to synthesized LRD series (see V-B, they are also the
ones which are mostly affected by short-term correlations.

VI. TOWARDS A ROBUST HURST EXPONENT ESTIMATION

In this section, we present methodologies and algorithms to improve the accuracy and robustness of the estimators.
We target the weaknesses of the estimators that we identified in the previous sections. Specifically, we tackle the
following issues:

• The limited number of samples in large scales.We propose several methods to increase the number of samples
at large time scales without affecting the properties of the signal.

• The effect of periodicity and noise.We suggest methods to exclude the effect of periodicity and noise in order
to increase the accuracy of the estimation.

• The inaccuracy of regression.The regression that several estimators use can suffer from statistical artifacts,
when the sample points are not equally distributed among the various scales.This is a significant problem in the
case of the Periodogram estimator, for which we develop a special “log-averaging” procedure to preprocess the
periodogram data before applying the regression method.

• The effect of short-range correlation. Several estimators can be mislead by short-range correlations. We pro-
pose methods to alleviate these effects and enable the estimators to focus on the long-range correlation, which is
of interest here.

• The effect of nonstationarity. Stationarity is assumed in the definition of LRD and self-similarity. We propose
methods to alleviate the effect of nonstationarity by using a moving average as a reference point in the calculation
instead of the global series average.

In most of the above issues, we provide a case study to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. We use three
datasets of significantly different nature in our case studies:

• Series 1.A fractional Gaussian noise series synthesized by the generator by Paxson [26], (LRD with target Hurst
exponent 0.9).

• Series 2.The well-known trace,BC-pAug89, of a local area network link, which started the LRD research [18],
and has been widely used since [27] (LRD with target Hurst exponent estimated at 0.8).

• Series 3. A recent backbone link trace2 from January 15, 2003 (10am), by CAIDA [3] on a SONET OC48
(2.5Gbps) link that belongs to MFN, a US Tier 1 Internet Service Provider.

2In this trace, we count to the number of bytes per msec for 20 minutes worth of traffic, unless otherwise specified.
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Fig. 5. The effect of using overlapping segments with the variance estimator for a 64K long dataset with H=0.9. The segment
length is increased linearly in steps of 512, rather than in powers of two, which gives rise to points that fall between aggregation
levels. Notice how increasing the number of segments using overlap reduces the uncertainty at large scales, effectively eliminating
the two large dips that appear beyond aggregation level 17 without overlap.

A. The Limited Number of Samples in Large Scales

At large scales, we have relatively few samples due to the aggregation, which leads to statistical inaccuracies.
Let us examine the problem in more detail. Most time domain estimators operate on segments of the aggregated

time-seriesX(m). For instance, the variance estimator measures the sample variance across all aggregated data values
{X(m)} that belong to a given aggregation level. The rate of change of the sample variance as a function of the
aggregation level is used to find an estimate forH. Typically, the length of the aggregation segment doubles at each
level. Thus, assuming an initial sequence length of216 = 64K values, the second aggregation level will use a segment
length ofm = 22 to generate64K/22 = 16K aggregated data values at this scale. However, by the time we reach the
14th aggregation level, the segment length has grown tom = 214 and only4 aggregated data values can be constructed.
This lack of samples introduces uncertainty into the calculations associated with large aggregation levels.

We propose two different methods to increase the number of samples at larger time scales.
1) Segment Overlap: In this method, we increase the number of samples available at large scales by allowing

segments to overlap. In other words, we decouple thesegment length, m, from which we generate one aggregated
data value from theshift in the starting point, s, between adjacent segments. Note that even though it creates some
(additional) dependence between adjacent aggregated data values, segment overlapping does not cause any bias in the
results because we don’t need independent samples to estimate the population variance forX(m). (In the classical
confidence interval calculation, the problem with dependent samples is converting the population variance into an
estimate of the variance of the mean, which is not required here.)

When overlapping segments are used, our previous definition for the aggregated process must be modified as follows:

X
(m,s)
k =

1
m

ks+m−1∑
i=ks

Xi, k = 0, 2, ...,

⌊
N −m

s

⌋
. (10)

For s = m, adjacent segments are disjoint and the definition reduces to Eqn. 2. Fors = m
2 , there is 50% overlap

between adjacent segments. In this case, the aggregate process includesN−m
m/2 + 1 segments, which is one fewer than

twice the number of segments we would have had without overlap.
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4-times oversampling and low-pass filtering (log-log scale).

Case Study: The effectiveness of segment overlap.The effect of overlapping is illustrated in fig. 5. The figure
shows the variance estimator for Series 3, the backbone link, starting from aggregation level 9 (i.e.,m = 512 = 29).
Without overlap, we observe that the estimated values vary significantly; observe the two dips at the right most corner
of the plot at large scales. The reason is that the few samples at large scales make the estimation statistically sensitive.
On the other hand, estimations with overlap of 50% and 70% are considerably smoother.

This figure also highlights the dichotomy in the scaling behavior of Internet traffic in agreement with previous
observations (e.g., [42]). The scale of change for the Hurst exponent is within a few hundred milliseconds. The
exponent shifts from approximately 0.62 to 0.8 from small to large scales. However, the characteristics of the scaling
of Internet traffic are beyond the scope of this paper.

2) Oversampling: Oversampling involves increasing the sampling rate for a signal using interpolation to generate
redundant data points between the original measurements. These extra samples can be used to reduce aliasing artifacts.
In particular oversampling is widely used in digital audio [7], to significantly improve audio quality by increasing the
signal-to-noise ratio, and in computer graphics, to prevent the edges of objects from appearing jagged [20].

In time series analysis, oversampling can be used to increase the number of samples available at each aggregation
level, and hence to produce a more robust estimate of the range and variance of these samples. Note that, by definition,
oversampling by a factor ofr means reducing the sampling interval to1/rth of its original value. Thus, the state of the
original process at stept corresponds to the state of the oversampled process at steprt.

Starting from the series{Xt}, we can generate the correspondingr-times oversampled series{X̂(1/r)
t } in the fol-

lowing way:

1) We expand the series by a factor ofr via duplicate insertionto create{X(1/r)
t }, where we have replaced each

sample point by a block ofr consecutive sample points that share the same value.3

2) We applydigital low-pass filteringto the expanded sequence to smooth out the sharp corners created by duplicate
insertion. In this case, each point in the expanded series,X

(1/r)
t , is replaced by a moving average of nearby

points,X̂(1/r)
t , using a symmetrical bell-shaped set of weights.

Filtering can be performed by various low-pass filters, such as Gaussian or sinc filters. Fig. 6 (left) shows a Gaussian
window and a sinc function and their responses in the frequency domain. The sinc function has a value of 1 where the
offsetx is zero, and a value ofsin(πx)

πx for all otherx.
It is important to note that neither oversampling nor low-pass filtering alter the characteristics of the time-series that

3Zero-value insertion is commonly used in the signal processing literature, rather than the duplicate-insertion we describe here. The two
methods differ only by a linear scale factor, and with duplicate-insertion the sample mean is unchanged by oversampling, rather than decreasing
by a factor ofr if zero-value insertion had been used.
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Fig. 7. The variance of residuals estimator applied to an anomalously-bad fGn sequence produced by Paxson’s generator. Even though the
data set has somehow completely confused the estimator at high aggregation levels, the average results acrossD = 4 oversampled sub-series
are quite reasonable.

describe its long-term behavior. We use Series 1, fGn, to demonstrate this result in Fig. 6 (right). Here we show a log-
log plot of the autocovariance function of the fGn series: a) without oversampling and b) after 4 times oversampling
and low-pass filtering using either the Gaussian or sinc filters. Note that we use the (unnormalized) autocovariance
function to make it easier to compare the curves because low-pass filtering shifts the (normalized) autocorrelation
function by reducing the variance. In addition, the lag and the coefficients of the 4-times oversampled curves have
been are divided by 4 to correct for the change in length for the sampling interval. It is clear from this figure that the
ACF is not affected by oversampling, and that low-pass filtering only affects the ACF at small lags that fall within the
window of the filter.

Since our primary goal is to determine the behavior of the processXt over large scales, and oversampling generates
additional intermediate points without extending the overall range covered by the series, this “obvious” method for
applying oversampling does not look very promising. However, consider what happens if we first distribute the ele-
ments ofXt amongD interleaved sub-series in round-robin ordering. In this case, we define the elements of thedth
sub-series,0 ≤ d < D, as:

Yt,d = XDt+d, t = 0, 1, . . . .

Note that the sampling interval for{Yt,d} has been increased by a factor ofD relative to the sampling interval for{Xt},
but each sub-series covers the same overall range as the original series. Thus, if we now applyD-times oversampling
to each sub-series, we obtainD distinct oversampled sub-series,{Ŷ (1/D)

t,d }, each of which shares the sampling interval
and covers the same overall range as the original series,{Xt}. Since the distinctions among different sub-series are
due to small time shifts in the sampling interval boundaries, they must represent short-range properties of the original
series. Hence, byaveragingthe results obtained from different sub-series we can identify and/or reduce the impact of
short-range properties on our analysis. To summarize, the final methodology is as follows:

1) Distribute the elements ofXt amongD interleaved sub-series,Yt,d, 0 ≤ d < D.

2) Apply duplicate insertion to each sub-series by a factor ofD to create the expanded sub-seriesY
(1/D)
t,d .

3) Smooth each of the expanded sub-series using digital low-pass filtering to create the expanded and smoothed
sub-series{Ŷ (1/D)

t,d }.
4) Separately analyze each of these sub-series, and average the results.
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Case study: The effectiveness of oversampling.Fig. 7 shows the results of applying our oversampling approach
to the variance of residuals method. The original time series is synthesized fGn produced with Paxson’s generator. In
this case, however, we present the results generated by an anomalously-bad random seed, which somehow managed
to completely confuse the variance of residuals algorithm at high aggregation levels. However, the results obtained by
applying the variance of residuals algorithm to theD = 4 oversampled sub-series are far better, and their average is
quite good. Thus, we see that by allowing us to average the results obtained by applying a Hurst estimator toD distinct
sub-series, our oversampling methodology can reduce its sensitivity to anomalies in the data.

B. The Effect of Periodicity and Noise

Section V demonstrated how periodicity and noise can affect the estimation of Hurst exponent. This section presents
effective methodologies to alleviate the effects of such phenomena.

1) Periodicity: We propose two different ways of removing the periodicity: a) internal randomization with bucket
size larger than the period, and b) stop-band filtering to filter out the frequencies of the observed periodicity [22].

Case study.Removing the periodicity can result in more robust and more accurate estimations of the Hurst expo-
nent. To demonstrate these methodologies, we use Series 2, the LAN data trace. This data sets has strong periodic
components, which we see by examining the power spectrum and autocorrelation function of this series. These peri-
odicities are mainly results of request-response protocols of Ethernet traffic [33] [12]. Fig. 8 shows the autocorrelation
function and the power spectrum of packet arrivals. Similarly, fig. 9 shows the ACF and power spectrum after removing
the periodic components with internal randomization and filtering. Internal randomization with window 100 smoothes
the power spectrum. On the other hand, a stop-band filter is used to filter out two certain bands of frequencies that
contribute most to the periodicity. Ahammingwindow [22] was used for the filtering; however, different windows have
similar effects. Removing the periodicity results in an increase of the Hurst exponent from approximately 0.8 to 0.86
for all the time-domain and Whittle estimators, and from 0.87 to 0.93 for periodogram and Abry-Veitch estimators.

2) Noise: Noise affects the accuracy of the Hurst exponent and mainly Whittle and Abry-Veitch estimators (see
section V-C). The reason is that noise distorts the higher frequencies of the power spectrum. Thus, low-pass filtering
and internal randomization with a small window should denoise the signal. However, because filtering distorts the
original shape of the power spectrum, Whittle and Abry-Veitch estimators should consider only the low frequencies of
the spectrum in their estimations.

Case study: The previous subsections as well as section IV present the results of low-pass filtering and internal
randomization. Thus, further examples are not shown in this case.
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Fig. 9. ACF and power spectrum after removing periodicities with internal randomization and stop-band filtering from the
BC-pAug89 trace.

C. The Pitfalls of Linear Regression

All estimation methodologies use regression to obtain a “best fit” estimate of the Hurst exponent. However, mini-
mizing the mean squared error across all sample points may be counterproductive if all sample points are not equally
important. This is especially true in the case of the periodogram, where the vast majority of the sample points represent
high frequencies whereas for evaluating LRD properties we must estimate the slope at low frequencies. This problem
is further confounded by the fact that high frequency power estimates are inherently very noisy. Indeed, increasing the
length of the data sequence merely allows us to compute noisy power estimates over a broader range of frequencies,
without reducing the error on any of them. And, finally, the very act of estimating the best-fit straight line through a
logarithmically transformed data set needs to be approached with extreme caution. For example, suppose the data set
contained only two points, with respective values21 = 2 and29 = 512. Clearly, the best single-point approximation
that minimizes the mean square error is simply the arithmetic average of the two data points, namely257 ≈ 28. How-
ever, if we attempt the same calculation using the logarithmically transformed data set, then we would erroneously
select25 = 32 as the “best fit” approximation by averaging the exponents of the two data points.

For a more robust estimate of its slope, the periodogram should be averaged to eliminate the triangular “cloud”
of points at high frequencies. A number of parametric and non-parametric methodologies have been proposed to
smoothen the power spectrum [29], but they do not seem to be widely known nor used routinely. Non-parametric
methodologies are based on either separately evaluating the periodogram over at different segments of the series and
averaging the results (i.e., the Welch method), or on windowing the time-series or the autocorrelation function before
estimating the power spectrum.

We propose an aggregation methodology that creates a“log-average” representation of the periodogram, using a
sequence of variable-size buckets to account for the difference in the number of samples between lower and higher
frequencies. More specifically, if{I(νk)} is the periodogram for the time series,4 max{ν} andmin{ν} represent
upper and lower bounds on the desired range of periodogram frequencies, andB is the desired number of buckets, then
the low-frequency cutoff for bucketb, ν∗(b), is defined as:

ν∗(0) = min{ν}
ν∗(B) = max{ν}

ν∗(b) =
ν∗(b− 1)

δ
, b = 1, 2, . . . , B − 1

4Actually, it is customary to restrict{I(ν)} to include only the bottom 10% of the available frequencies from the entire periodogram, because
they occupy 90% of the entire frequency range due to the1/k progression of frequencies, and because the long-range scaling behavior of the
process is described by frequencies closer to zero.
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δ = e
ln
(

min{ν}
max{ν}

)
· 1
B .

Later on, we will represent each bucket by its midpoint frequency,νm(b) = ν∗(b)+ν∗(b+1)
2 , b = 0, . . . , B − 1. To “fill”

each bucket, recognize that each term in the periodogram,I(νk), is an estimate of the average power across a band of
frequencies that starts half way to the previous frequency,νk−1, and ends half way to the next frequency,νk+1, which
therefore represents a frequency band of width:

νk − νk−1

2
+

νk+1 − νk

2
=

νk+1 − νk−1

2
.

Hence, we can estimate the average power in bucketb by summing the total power contributed by each of its constituent
frequencies and dividing by its bucket width to obtain:

I(νm(b)) =
1
2

∑
ν∗(b)≤νk<ν∗(b+1)

I(νk)
νk+1 − νk−1

ν∗(b + 1)− ν∗(b)
,

for all b = 0...B − 1. The final step is to exchange approximately 9% of the averaged spectrum for each bucket with
its immediate neighbors to account for leakage of power between nearby frequencies.5

Case study: The effectiveness of periodogram averaging.In this experiment, we use the power of randomized
buckets to demonstrate the effectiveness of our improved regression method. We use Series 1, synthesized fGn with
target Hurst exponent 0.9, butmodifiedthrough the application of external randomization with bucket size 20, to create
a series that hasshort-range dependencies only.We show that the basic periodogram estimator erroneously reports
LRD even in the modified signal, while our log-averaging method is able to detect the absence of LRD.

In Fig. 10 (left), the raw periodogram for the unmodified version of Series 1 appears as a triangular “cloud” of
points that are very widely scattered forν > 10−2. On the other hand, the log-averaged periodogram with 50 buckets
is shown as a polygonal line, which shows a fairly straight linear trend except at the very lowest frequencies. Clearly,
log-averaging eliminates the large variations between samples individual periodogram samples, making it very easy to
estimate the Hurst exponent.

Fig. 10 (right) shows the results of substituting the modified version of Series 1 after external bucket shuffling. In
this case, the raw periodogram still looks like a triangular “cloud” of points, although it is obvious that the left-hand

5This is an artifact of using a rectangular window to define the boundaries of each frequency bucket, and means the final value forI(νm(b))
will be approximately 81% of the average power calculated above, together with 9% ofI(νm(b− 1)) andI(νm(b + 1)).
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Fig. 11. ACF calculated with global mean and moving average mean based on a Gaussian window. Correlation coefficients drop
to zero after first lags when local nonstationarities are removed with moving average.

tail has been bent downwards. If the periodogram method is applied to the raw data, the resulting estimate of the Hurst
exponent is almost unchanged by external bucket shuffling because the regression is dominated by the large number of
higher frequency samples. On the other hand, applying the periodogram method to the log-averaged data produces a
Hurst exponent estimate that is much closer to its true value of 0.5.

D. The Effect of Short-Range Correlation

We propose to alleviate the effect of short-term correlations or high frequency phenomena with the use of: a)
internal randomization from the randomized buckets method, or b) low-pass filtering. Short-range correlation can bias
the estimators towards reporting long-range dependence as we have seen earlier (section V-D). Removing short-range
correlation does not affect the shape of the autocorrelation function, if the time-series is truly LRD. The bucket size
of the internal randomization or the band of frequencies to be removed depend on how short-range is defined on the
specific process. Especially, suggestions such as the one in [15], where the Hurst exponent is estimated using explicitly
only short-range correlations are bound to produce misleading results in any realistic dataset. This approach is based
on solving Eqn. 3 fork = 1, and thus estimating the Hurst exponent using only the magnitude of lag-one correlations!
This algorithm canonlybe applied if the process is known to be LRD and agree with fGn.

Case study: In our previous analysis, we have demonstrated that estimation based on small lags of the autocorre-
lation function can lead to erroneous conclusions (see section V-D). Examples of the ACF or power spectrum after
removing short-range correlations should be in agreement with figures described in section IV and the power spectrum
after low-pass filtering in previous subsections and thus are not repeated here.

E. The Effect of Non-stationarity

Nonstationarity can be misinterpreted as long-range dependence, since all estimators assume stationarity to estimate
the Hurst exponent. Because of the use of a global mean both in the calculation of the autocorrelation function and also
in the estimators distant events in time may seem highly correlated; however, this is only a side-effect of the fluctuations
of the mean of the series with time. Recall from Eqn. 1 that the ACF expresses the relative dependence between values
of a process using the distance from the global meanµ. To alleviate this effect, we propose the use of moving average,
instead of the global average of the process, if nonstationarity is suspected. In more detail, non-stationarity effects are
removed from the estimation of the ACF by replacing theglobalaverage used Eqn. 1, by amoving averagecalculated
using a Gaussian window.

Case Study:Using a moving average improves the accuracy of the estimation if nonstationarity exists. Not account-
ing for nonstationarity can erroneously lead to detection of LRD in a nonLRD series. We illustrate this by studying the
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autocorrelation function of Series 3, the backbone link. In Fig. 11, we plot the autocorrelation function calculated first
using Eqn. 1, and second by using moving average, with a Gaussian window of 300msec and 3sec. The initial method
shows high correlation for large lags suggesting LRD. However, when nonstationarity is removed with the moving
average windows, correlations become insignificant beyond lags of 150. Namely, they fall within the 95% confidence
interval of zero. Thus, by using the moving average to remove nonstationarities, we conclude that Series 3 does not
exhibit LRD. The lag where each of the two moving-average ACF curves in Fig. 11 drops to zero, is also related to the
the standard deviation (sigma) of the Gaussian window, and also on its size. Thus, we must be careful when calculating
the moving average of the process not to use too small or too large Gaussian window. A small Gaussian window will
result in removing important characteristics of the process besides the nonstationarity. On the oher hand, too large a
Gaussian window will have no effect on removing nonstationarities since it will be too smooth. Thus, visual inspection
of the Gaussian moving average is required to avoid artifacts caused by too large or too small window.

VII. T OWARDS A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH

This section binds together all the previous pieces of this paper in one unified methodology to facilitate the detection
of LRD by providing a series of steps and practical tips. Recall that one of our goals is to make LRD analysis: a)
systematic, and b) accessible to practitioners. We use the term “systematic” to refer to several important traits such as:
a) well defined, b) robust, and, c) repeatable.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort towards a systematic approach. In addition, all the functionality
below is supported by our software tool SELFIS [13]. Therefore, our tool and the steps below provide a manual to
nonexpert inclined practitioners. Our tool has already been downloaded by approximately 150 researchers around the
globe spanning multiple disciplines from networking to social and biological sciences. This shows the need for such a
systematic approach.

We suggest the following steps to a practitioner, which we group into four phases. Given a time series, the problem
is to detect and quantify the extent of the dependence.

Phase 1. Data inspection and processing.This phase is the equivalent of preprocessing. We propose to divide, if
possible, the series into different components and study each one separately. It is in general more comprehensive and
manageable to characterize components than the whole complex system.

• Visually inspect the series at several different scales.One can identify interesting properties or patterns that can
help on the interpretation of results.

• Decompose the series: detect and isolate periodicity, noise, and trend.Such phenomena “confuse” the estimators.
Phase 2. Testing the existence of LRD.We want to answer ”yes” or ”no” with high confidence.
• Run all estimators.Each estimator provides a different perspective.
• Focus on ”detection” estimators.Note that the Whittle estimator presupposes the existence of LRD. Thus, its

estimates are reliable only if LRD really exists.
• Visually inspect the graphical output of the estimators.This can often reveal problem areas that statistics such

as the correlation coefficient of the regression cannot reveal. First, we can identify periodicities or multi-scale
behavior, i.e., knee in the plot. This may indicate different behavior at different scales. Second, the accuracy of
the estimation may significantly be affected by outliers at small or large scales.

• If estimators cannot statistically support LRD, it is likely that the series is not LRD.
• Stress-test the existence of LRD with randomized buckets.We recommend running several experiments with

different randomization types to remove long-, medium-, or short-range correlations. LRD properties should
remain unaffected by internal shuffling, and disappear in external shuffling.

Phase 3. Determining the exact Hurst value.Assuming that the previous steps detect LRD, we want to find and
report an accurate estimation of the Hurst exponent.

• Use all estimators, but now focus on the most reliable ones.The wavelet and periodogram estimators are in
general the most reliable if periodicities have been removed. Whittle is accurate provided the process agrees with
fGn.

• Use the proposed techniques to overcome sampling related problems.If the number of samples is limited, over-
sampling can significantly increase the accuracy.
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Phase 4. Reporting the results.Report the three types of information: a) the estimators used, b) the Hurst values,
and c) their statistical confidence. We claim that failure to report any of these components, makes the reporting so
incomplete that it becomes meaningless. This is critical to make research efforts repeatable and comparable.

The above steps provide a first systematic approach to explore and report LRD. It isolates most of the factors that
lead to “confusion” such as periodicity, trend, and short-range correlations. However, the methodologies described
in this paper cannot guarantee that there will not be any gray areas. The goal is to at least eliminate a number of
“indecisive” instances. Our experience with LRD analysis revealed that this approach was able to provide a definitive
result for most cases.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

Our overarching goal is to popularize LRD analysis by making it conceptually accessible to and easy to use by
engineers and practitioners. To this effect, we develop the basis for a systematic approach to LRD estimation. The
absence of such a systematic approach has hindered the use of LRD. It is nontrivial for nonexperts to master the
necessary background in order to develop the tools, and to interpret the results correctly.

In this paper, we identify the weaknesses of the current estimators and propose solutions towards a robust estimation
of long-range dependence. In more detail, the work has two main thrusts.

The limitations of current LRD estimators. First, we provide an extensive documentation of the weaknesses of
the current estimators. We show that sometimes estimators can mistakingly report LRD. Then, we go a step further and
identify the causes of this misidentifications and inaccuracies. We find that the problem lies either in the limitations of
the statistical methods or in properties of the signal, such as periodicity, which obfuscate the analysis.

Towards a robust LRD estimation. To alleviate these problems, we provide mechanisms to improve the statistical
procedures in calculating LRD. Among those, we highlight the randomized buckets as an excellent stress-testing tool,
that can isolate the effect of short-, medium- and long-term correlations. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our
methods with experimental data. In several cases, our techniques detect correctly the absence of LRD, unlike currently
widely used methods, which are mislead by statistical errors and artifacts.

As the culmination of this work, we provide the first how-to manual for practitioners. We list a set of steps to guide
nonexperts in the correct use and interpretation of the estimation methods.

As a practical contribution, we develop and provide the SELFIS tool, which incorporates most of the functionality
required in LRD analysis. The popularity of our tool so far has surpassed our expectations and verified beyond a doubt
the need for such a tool. Our vision is to establish SELFIS tool as a point of reference, if not the de facto standard, for
LRD analysis.

In conclusion, long-range dependence is a powerful mathematical tool, which has already revolutionized network
and system modeling. However, ambiguities and misinterpretations can dilute its impact and its scientific credibility.
Our work is a first step in developing a standardized methodology and common tools in order to help LRD analysis
reach its full potential as a modeling tool.
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